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Abstract

Online advertising has historically been approached as user targeting and ad-to-user matching problems within sophisticated optimization algorithms. As the research area and ad tech industry have progressed over the last couple of decades, advertisers have increasingly emphasized the causal effect estimation of their ads (aka incrementality) using controlled experiments (or A/B testing). Even though observational approaches have been derived in marketing science since the 80s including media mix models, the availability of online advertising personalization has enabled the deployment of more rigorous randomized controlled experiments with millions of individuals.

These evolutions in marketing science, online advertising, and the ad tech industry have posed incredible challenges for engineers, data scientists, and marketers alike. With low effect percentage differences (or lift) and often sparse conversion rates, the development of incrementality testing platforms at scale suggests tremendous engineering challenges in the measurement precision and detailed implementation. Similarly, the correct interpretation of results addressing a business goal within the marketing science domain requires significant data science and experimentation research expertise. All these challenges on the ongoing evolution of the online advertising industry and the heterogeneity of its sources (social, paid search, native, programmatic, etc).

In the current tutorial, we propose a practical, grounded view in the incrementality testing landscape, including:

- The business need
- Solutions in the literature
- Design and choices in the development of incrementality testing platform
- The testing cycle, case studies, and recommendations to effective results delivery
- Incrementality testing evolution in the industry

We will provide first-hand lessons on developing and operationalizing such a platform in a major combined DSP and ad network; these are based on running tens of experiments for up to two months each over the last couple of years.
Intended Audience
Practitioners and Researchers in the field of online advertising and marketing. General knowledge of online advertising, familiarity with a/b testing is a plus.

Previous offering(s)
This tutorial was given at the time ad effectiveness testing was gaining popularity in the industry from an econometric perspective. Our current tutorial shows the eight-year evolution of the methods, real-world practices, and operationalization of those practices.

Learning outcomes
Topics Reviewed:
1. Experiment design and A/B testing
2. Causal inference
3. Ad tech architectures
4. Business use cases in advertising and marketing analytics
5. Practical recommendations to successful significant incrementality experiments

Participants will:
1. Identify and formulate key approaches to measuring the effectiveness of online advertising.
2. Execute relevant statistics for hypothesis testing, power analysis in experiment planning and simulate experiment scenarios.
3. Be able to define key ingredients of an operational incrementality testing platform and their trade-offs.
4. Understand the business need for incrementality testing.
5. Identify the necessary conditions to increase the likelihood of successful test given minimum detectable lift, conversion type, test duration among others.

Take-away material
1. Cheatsheet of statistical tools, including python notebooks and spreadsheets for statistical power analysis
2. Summary of recommendations handout document for operationalization addressing the challenges and trade-offs of operationalizing testing
3. Categorization of business use cases handout document addressing typical needs and focus of incrementality testing
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Tutorial Outline

Part 1: The basics: context and challenges

- The problem
  - Online Advertising spend trends between performance and brand
  - Big picture problem: quarterly/yearly budget allocation
  - Budget allocation practices based on financial models
  - The need for testing combined with industry attribution practices

- How channel-level testing fits within other forms of testing
  - Real-time decision making in targeting engines
  - Tactic testing: A/B testing with last-touch attribution
  - Multi-cell testing A/B testing + Incrementality testing
  - CMO decision making at the end of the quarter/semester/year
    - Marketing Channel Managers: social, paid search, display, radio, tv, etc
    - Cross-channel Managers: overall channel performance and recommendations for budget allocations

- Incrementality Testing: Business Use cases
  - Advertiser joining new partners
    - “Test the waters first, then join with full budgets”
  - Testing to calibrate and rebase financial models
    - Last-touch attribution multipliers
    - Media Mix Models among different channels
  - The Marketing component
    - Growth marketing: acquisition, signups, quality signups, LTV
    - CRM marketing: sales, churn, retention, product launch
    - Testing over different signals in the conversion funnel

Part 2: Incrementality Testing: concepts, solutions and literature

- Incrementality Testing: Literature and Industry practices
  - Placebo Based Testing: practice and issues
    - Mechanics
    - User-level randomization
    - Subject to targeting bias: not blind to serving engine
  - Intention to treat Testing
    - Mechanics
    - Practices to identify treatment groups
    - The challenge with reachable but never exposed groups
    - Pitfalls
  - Ghost Ads testing idea
    - Concepts
    - Practical Execution
    - Ghost Bidding as Intention to treat experiment
    - Ghost Ads within ad networks
- Benefits: experiment precision

- Estimation Frameworks
  - Econometric causality
    - Structural Equation Model
  - Potential Outcomes Causal Framework
    - Units, treatments and potential outcomes
  - Pitfalls
    - Endogenous variables and bias
    - Post-treatment biases
    - Sympon’s paradox in experiment analysis

Part 3: From concept to production: platform building, challenges, case studies

Building the experiment platform

- The Building Journey
  - Engage stakeholders
  - The business case
  - Simulation tools
  - Getting everybody onboard: 80% technical 20%

- The identity graph and treatment groups
  - Cookie-based experiments
    - One of the earlier approaches in web
    - Standard in display advertising within DSPs
    - Problems: cookie deletion, one per device, etc
    - Recommendations from literature
  - Device-based experiments
    - Standard in companies measuring cross-channel ads in open exchanges
    - Reliable within ad networks for in-app ads
    - Problems: id reset, normalization, hashing, etc
    - Recommendations from literature
  - Logged-in users based experiments
    - Standard approaches ids are email addresses
    - Common within the wallet gardens
    - Cross-device experiment execution and attribution
    - As reliable as product experimentation
  - Household-level experiments
    - Identity graphs providers based on identity IP clustering
    - Problems: IP churn and reset, traveling, moving, etc
    - Recommendations

- User holdout design within modern Ad tech serving systems
  - The hashing functions
    - Prior user groups randomization and sticky assignments
    - Live user hashing
  - The challenge with targeting and scoring algorithms
    - ML-based targeting as a source of bias
- Re-targeting and prospective strategies as sources of bias
- Interactions among campaign lines
  - How to avoid targeting bias
    - The PSA campaign design under regular ML targeting optimization
    - Double-blind experiment designs
  - The role of look-back windows in last-touch attribution engines
    - Last-touch attribution relevance during experiments
    - Any-touch attribution to resemble product experiment
    - Look-back window constraints and meaning
    - Recommendations to assess different look-back windows
- Data Logging and Analysis
  - Data logging
    - The experiments units and the identity graph power
    - Defining the experiment eligibility event
    - Defining the experiment response and interaction with standard attribution
  - Analysis
    - Potential Outcomes Causal Framework Principles
    - Experiment units as a source of variability among individuals
    - Hypothesis testing and confidence intervals

**Part 4: Deployment at Scale: test cycle and case studies**

**Experiment execution cycle**

- Experiment Design and Planning
  - Recap on the solution ingredients
    - Ads versus no ads in testing
    - Controlled experiment design
    - User groups and sizes
    - Incremental ad effects given all other advertising forms
  - Statistical power analysis
    - Hypothesis testing
    - Forecast
    - Conversion rates and user universe
  - Budget estimations and recommendations
  - Experiment duration
  - Expectation management based on the conversion response
- Intervention Execution
  - Control/treatment identification and logging
  - Sanity checks and A/A tests
- Experiment Tracking and Metrics
  - Typical performance marketing performance metrics
  - Experiment monitoring
  - Effect trends and holidays
- End of experiment readout
  - The key metrics
Key recommendations or insights
  - Insights
  - Recommendations
- User response under seasonality
- Comparisons with last-touch attributed value

Case Studies
- Insurance quotes and comparison with post-click conversions
  - Quotes as a conversion metric
  - The effect of irrelevant holidays
- Online food ordering revenue: CRM versus New audiences
  - Revenue as conversion metric
  - The fundamental difference between CRM and new users
- Online acquisition signup
  - Acquisition as a metric
  - Excluding existing users
  - The effect of relevant holidays

Part 5: Emerging trends: identity challenges, industry trends and solutions

Advertisers Testing without Ad Networks
- Spend as experiment intervention
  - Cost curves and channel elasticities
- Methodologies: Time series based testing
  - The concept and contrast with observational studies
  - Difference-in-Difference based approaches
  - Synthetic controlled based approaches

Geo-testing
- Geo units specification
  - Challenges with DMAs
  - Challenges with zip codes
- Geo unit treatment assignment
  - Correlation analysis
  - A/A test as experimental design tool

Challenges with user ids
- The cookiless world
  - User group randomization as proxy of user levels
  - Short-term first-party data as proxy for advertiser’s conversions response
  - Challenges and emerging problems
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**Strategies to encourage audience engagement**

1. Ice breakers with A/B tests the audience might have done in the past
2. Interactive life demonstration of statistical power analysis
3. Ask questions to connect with test challenges the audience have faced
4. Real case studies